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ulKor, renowned
arvard professor

TSU students join tryouts

Cornel West enlightens
and educates TSU family

for MTV's "The Real World

//

By Angela
Frierson
Ney^'s Writer
The Tennessee State

University family was
enlightened
and
inspired by renowned
scholar, activist, and
author Dr. Cornel West
on

Feb. 22.
West

'holds

the

title

of

esteemed

Africana Studies pro
fessor

at

Harvard

H&

one

of only 14 people at
Harvard who hold the

PHOTO BY DERICK KIMBROUGH

iCornel West

title of professor. The
speech was a part of
the
Distinguished
Lecture Series, spon-

PHOTO BY SP.\RKLE DAVIS

! sored by the Title 111 program. His captivatingspeech was centered I Area college students crowd the Exit/ In for their chance to be on MTV's "The Real World/'
around thecentral theme of how theTSU community cankeep a tra, dition alive to become part of a hip-hop nation.
By Sparkle Davis
While most of Nashville was concentrating
;
During the length of his entire speech. West grabbed and held Arts and Entertainment Editor
on satisfying their sweeties on Valentine's Day,
, on to every bit of attention given by the audience members. He
about 600 peopletried out for an opportunity to be
•^osed two main questions: What does it mean to be human, and
one
of these few in the calm, cool setting of the
Hundreds of NashvilJians wanted to be

^hat are you going to do with your time on earth?

The speaker acknowledged that his parents were the most fun

damental element in his life. The love that was given to him by them
L-was key in his upbringing. The title of role model, he said, should

' be reserved for people who love and nurture. Hestressed the impor
tance thatAmerica needs the younger generation to keep the strug! gle for advancement alive for a long time.

•

The tendency of people in America only dealing with situations

;Jhat are convenient and only to focus on the nice side of things is
j/^cause they don't want to deal with the "funk" - or they areafraid
reveal and uncover thesubstance thatcan be the root of the prob-

l^em, he said
He touched on the topic of education. He said, "A part of what

Education is about is unnerving a person for a moment," he said,
Ridding that whatever it takes to force a person to actually think

among the seven people picked to live in a house

where people stop being polite and start getting
real. These are people who will appear on "The
Real World" television show, which will air for its
11th season in November on the MTV network.

Student attitudes keep Domino's away

phe Black community is experiencing three types of death - social,

&ivic, and psychic death.
i^e ''Wesf' on Page 2

According to Domino's rep
resentatives, the reported

Pizza chain refuses

campus delivery for
fear of drivers' safety

^bout atopic instead of simply accepting it to be truth is an impor-

Jantpart of the educational process.
West also mentioned that Blacks should raise the question of
/hat it really means to be human to themselves constantly, and that

Exit/In restaurant and nightclub in Nashville's
Elliston Place. They wanted to be the elite who
always will have people talking about them and
remembering them for their antics. Just having the
See "MTV's" on Page 13

By Crystal McMoore
News Writer
Domino's Pizza vows not to return to

Tennessee State University unless there is a
change in the attitudes of the TSU students. There

have been numerous incidents between delivery
drivers and residents of the TSU dormitories.

incidents

occurred

at

Wilson, Watson, and Boyd

W

halls. The more serious
offenses include a driver's
car being broken into and
merchandise stolen, a driver

having beer bottles smashed over his car, and
countless racial slurs hurled at non-AfricanAmerican drivers.

"There were a few driver incidents where

theirsafety was threatened," said Domino's repre
sentative Ellen Budelmann. "I would like to con-

See "Doimno's" on Fa^e 19
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Poet, novelist Baraka inspires crowd at 7th Africana Studies Conference
By Dywuan Brown
News Writer

Amiri Baraka, the famous poet, lyri

because
don't

attended Howard University. A year or
two passed while in college; he was soon
alienated from the school and went on to

In completing a tour in the U.S. Air
Force, Baraka soon joined the Congress
of African Americans to voice his opin
ions on how Blacks should operate in the
"real world" of that day's mentality. He
soon went to Riekers College, which was
a predominately white school, but imme
diately left. He expressed his feelings by
saying he felt marginalized at a school of
such preference.
Baraka began his presentation by
asking, "How can America be in democ
racy when once we were enslaved?" He
described this country as a "fake democ

ly are.
The only
way they see
themselves, he
said,
is by

-Most people in the audience assumed the

correct date was in 1865. Baraka quick
ly noted that 1865 was the incorrect
answer, and the date was Jan.l, 1863.
That's when President Abraham Lincoln

the Air Force.

they
know

who they real

Next, was the issue of Blacks know

ing their own history pertaining to when
was the actual date that slavery ended.

Annual Africana Studies Conference.

that

do not succeed

their own lives.

University Feb. 23 for the Seventh
Baraka was raised in New Jersey.

believes

Black people

need, in order to maintain success within

cist and novelist, came to Tennessee State

After graduating from high school, he

Baraka

racy." He also said that when certain
individuals are selected to run for office,
they put on a united front to show what
the people want, instead of what they

looking at the
reflection

signed the Emancipation Procolamation .

from

The Civil War ended in 1865.

people, and he

other

Baraka then addressed the issue of

believes they

why parents send their children to col
lege.
"(Your) parents did not send you to
college to forget your mind, or forget
who you are on the inside," he said. To
emphasize, he said that typically Blacks
are sent off to college and they soon for
get where they were brought up and lose
who they are.

need to look

past

that

image.
"I agree
with this state

ment because
it's the inside

in

who

person
because

He feels that students should have

the

is
the

outside is just

heart because when they know them-

a mere taste of

your personal-

PHOTO BY DERICK KIMBROUGH jjy »

Said

Stephanie

Amiri Baraka

Miller, a TSU
alumna

selves in reflection from the outside,

Critical Care Nurse

Internship Program

they'll know what's right and what's
wrong.

He then went on to talk about how

Mayo's Critical Care Nurse Internship

Program provides the education and skills
you will need to be a competent critical
care nurse. The program is designed for
professional nurses who are entering
critical care nursing.

when Black people are integrated with
other races, it makes them "go crazy."
He said that when they are mixed around
a lot of different cultures, Black people
tum out to be the criminals.

"I think Baraka is real and isn't

Mayo's Critical Care Nurse Internship
Program is offered quarterly by the Mayo
Department of Nursing.
The program is a tuition-free 12 week paid
internship divided into two parts:
Classroom Sessions, Skills Laboratories and

Advanced Cardiac Life Support (96
hours/15.5 days) and a Clinical Specialty
Assignment with a Preceptor (12 weeks).

Critical care at Mayo Qinic will expose you
to opportunitites and experiences that
cannot be replicated. Mayo has more than
170 critical care beds on 10 critical care units.
Please refer to #01-CCNIP.TEN when

inquiring about nursing opportunities.
Mayo Clinic & Hospitals
Renae Syverson, OE-4

www.mayo.edu

Mnyo Clinic h an affirmative action and equalopportiimty
educator and employer.

Later in the presentation, Baraka
treated the audience to samples of his
poetry, which was more unusual than that
of ordinary poets.
Among his poetic titles and phrases
were, "The New Testicle," "Monday in
B-flat," "In Town" and "Why As We
Americans."

Baraka said the two books Black

One of his poems stated, "Satan left
hell because there were too many
n****** there. That's why he created
Europe. Although some of the poems

people should read are Black
Reconstruction, and The Souls of Black

them and stressed themes of the lives of

afraid to hold anything back because he
knows that he is telling the truth", said
Margaret Johnson, a Nashville resident.

Folk.

He said that after reading Black
Reconstruction, it made him cry because
of what struggles he knows Black had to

were very short, they had big meanings to

Blacks dealing with whites in the society
in which they live.*

go through to survive.

est finishes out events for Black

History Month calendar at TSU
Continued from Page 1

200 First Street SW

Rochester, Minnesota 55905
fax: 507-266-3167 / 1-800-562-7984

and

Nashville resident.

Dr. Nkem Nwankwo. a professor in
the department of languages, literature,

The visit to TSU's campus by West
rwas well received by the students, facul-

and philosophy, gave his sentiments on
the appearance of West at TSU.

i'ty, and administration. His rnessage was
"Young Blacks need
need someoi
someone to cul
thought to be inspiring as well as tivate their
West represents
repi
their strength.
strength. West
a

^thought-provoking.

promise." he said.*
said.*

«igaHB»;«iTn

News Briefs
believes that Mr. TSU should be a major contest on
campus, and he has plans for ensuring this will happen.
Forte also expressed that any male student who
receives this title should first exemplify the role of
someone who is worthy of the title. He should have a

good interaction with the student body, rather than being
alienated and portraying a demeaning character, espe
cially for student propaganda. Some of his plans are to
create an avenue where more male students may become
involved and implementing more attractions for the con-

TSU to host regional honors
conference next month
Tennessee State University is hosting the Southern
Regional Honors Conference March 29-31. This is the

first year that TSU has had this priveledge. The purpose
of the conference is to encourage leadership by semi
nars.

Along with educational aspects of the conference,
PHOTO BY JOHN J. CARROLL

Mr. TSU 2000-01, Tony Forte, in costume at the
pageant he won during Homecoming 2000.

Mr. TSU prepares to make
changes in office
Mr. TSV Tony Forte is seeking to pave the way for
brighter days for future Mr. TSUs as he embraces the
challenge of "making a permanent mark on a temporary
position." In keeping with the elaborate nature of the
Miss Tennessee State University contest, coupled with
the popularity and attention that it gets, Forte fimnly

networking opportunities and entertainment also will be

provided. For more information, contact the University
Honors Program office at 963-5731.

Professor considers dropping
conference preparation
The Afro-American Culture and History
Conference has been at TSl I for more,than 20 years. Dr.
Bobby Lovett, head of this conference, has expressed
thoughts of resigning from his position in the very near
future, believing he may have exhausted his years of ser
vice to this conference.

He commented that he anticipates change for the

Proposed changes include another raise in SGA
fees, new parking decals, and no more Taco Bell
News Writer

exams in May.
The stipulation

The Student Government Association and the

changes include taking the conference on the road and
having new, younger leadership involved.

He sincerely believes having younger people
involved in the conference would bring about new ideas,
new approaches and bring things up on the ladder of
success.

He said because this involves community service
and is not a paid job, people probably would be quite
hesitant about giving Hie coiilcrcucc the service it
deserves. Still, he is hopeful.
He also said that over the past decade, the major
objective of the conference was achieved, which was to
better inform the public about the African-American cul
ture and to get people involved in its cultural affairs.*

"MistaChuck"

brings new spin on
reality for the hiphop generation
By Malick D. Badjie

of

settlement

committee

News Writer

announced that during the 2001-2002 school year, the
SGA along with the TSU chapter of the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
House of Delegates proposed changes from food to
parking at their general body meeting held Feb. 19 in
the first floor lounge of the Rudolph Residence Center.
Comniittees reported in detail to inform the stu
dent body about information that will affect them.
The apathy committee reported that there will be a
table set up in the student center in order to obtain stu
dent opinions about anything. Also, a petition will
begin in support of an extra day between the last day of
classes and the first day of finals. This day will be
called a study day in order to prepare for upcoming

Bobby Lovett

millennium as it relates to the conference. These

SGA representatives hear new com
mittee reports at Rudolph meeting

By Angela Frierson

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE TEN.NESSEAN

In the first lecture of a series marking Tennessee

State University's celebration of Black History month,

will hold "The Million-HBCU Conference" on TSU's

rapper and founder of the '80s rap group Public Enemy,

campus. This event is geared toward students who
attend Black colleges and universities in the United

Chuck D. spoke to a sizable crowd in the Forum of the
Floyd-Payne Campus Center.
Speaking on the theme of rap, race, reality and tech

States. The conference is expectedto be a majorevent
that includes weekend sessions on leadership and
empowerment.

The constitution committee put forth an effort to
increase the Student Government Association fee from

$2 to $3. The purposeof the increase is to provideextra
activities and services for the entire student body.
The food service committee has discovered that

See "SGA" on Page 18

nology, Chuck explained in detail about the hip-hop gen
eration today and the way it has diverged from its origi
nal meaning.
"In the past, to love hip-hop, you had to love Black
people." he explained. "Now you could love bip-bop to
the bone, but hate Black people to the core."
in defining rap music, he said it is rap over music,

5ee "Chack" on Page 19
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What We Thmr'^1 From where I sit: Embracingson everyday
Lifemay seem typical

:,
In ihc Nov. 1, 2000 issue of Clie Mtttv, Dennis Gendroni
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs, submitted ^
^"Letter tothe Editor." in which he commented on iJie status ofth«

As human beings we often
embrace the altitude that we're
invincible and nothing can phase
us because we're young, or

at the time, but that will be the

we're good looking or our fami
ly history speaks of longevity in

onething you will miss when the
person is gone. It hurts when die
phone number that you dialed
every night just to talk no longer

life. However, we only live for a

has a voice on the other end.

pdoes it take an hour and aclay for one to boot up? Or if those saidH

few days and surely we will die.

Life is so precious, but we
often take advantage of it as if

%onal prim command? The technology fee that each student pay^

scared of death. Not scared of

Mia D.

i%cademic computers on campus. He said, "All of the compulersl

169"

the main campus computer lab were operational and have been^

!^ince Uic beginning of the semester."
|
^ Ifall of those said computers were "operational, ' then why|

There was a time that I was

Computers were "operational," why don't some contain a func-H

^to access the academic computers is S112. At that price, why don tS
get what we pay for?
^
r

Gendron said all ofthe computers on the main campus com-j|

"

campus?
8
The Heiman Street Residence Center has its own computed

i^uter lab work, but what about all of the other computer labs oi^

lab for its residents, but the computers are just as faulty as the onefS
:•'on the main campu.s. First, not all oi the computers work. Theng

fCthe connection is very slow. And, to make matters worse, you niaj^

I hate racecar driving.
I loathe racecar driving.
But I've found that the

As Dale Earnhardt came

around the final turn of the

Daytona 500, I'm sure he didn't

^rint your work.

drivers and his son from the

s

|

There are just too ntany unfortunate incidcnLs that happen*

^•egarding Ihe cotuputers on the main campus and residence hnUs?

Mhat some students choose to use the Internet server fron^

irennessee State University in their own rooms. However, thaS

iffidea is not alway.s agood one, because if the serv-er is experienc-g

Ing technical difficulties, that tliere is no guarantee that aconnec-|

fton will be made in the students' rooms.
•^
i Tlie bottom line is the computers offered on campus ar^
Expected to be u.sed by students, so why are there so many fault)^

^nes on campus and in the residence halls?
r

For some students who do not have personal computers, Ih^

icomputers on campus are their only way to type papers, or accessi?
%he Internet, so therefore, when die computers are faulty, they ar^
The ones that suffer the most.

Iwired university server?"

know that shielding one of his

pack so they could place first
and second would cause him to
die.

But it did. Life is fleeting.
I'm sure that Mateen Cleaves'
brother had no idea that simply

standing on the porch early last
week would be his death sen
tence.

But it was. Life is fleeting.

the uncertainty of what would

was too short to not take chances

with things, people and situa
tions.

I have adopted the philoso

phy thatlife is fleeting and with
each day that we are blessed to
see, nothing is promised - not

What we take for granted as

"everyday" things, are the things

is the past and tomorrow's the

that we need to embrace. Simply future, but today is a gift. That's

saying "hello" to the same per

I'll tell you what I do.
Nothing.

Hillary S.

femay, why can't TSU students gain access to its precious "most

tlhe paper died. After several attempts lo revive and fix ilie coml

'puier. the staff had lo result to use alternative last-minute plans tc|

Most of us haven't done

a thing.

Sure, when it

Condon

anyone from the academic computer lab.^

$

So, that says alot about the concern and credibility o!^og;lai^
at the main academic computer lab, when computers are faulty oiS
campus.

•

The bottom line is, with technology advancing everyday, it
important to gain access to computers, and use them to youa

woman, yet they regularly hap
pen right under our noses.

I

friend to walk you to your car or

to your apartment door.
That's right, I said too

secure. In 2001, there actually
is such a thing as being too

in, or change your walking route
because you're afraid and alone.

have hesitated to walk alone on

TSU'scampus at any time of the
day or night.

In fact, I have

many times. Freshman year, I
One of every seven women
these
aren't
the
times
women
get
hada small tube of pepper spray
in college has been raped.
That's right, one in seven. attacked or raped. It happens on my keychain, but never had to
That could be you. That could when you least expect it, when use it, and I eventually took it
be me. What are you 'doing to you're too careless ortoo secure, off. Having it didn't seem to

advantage. And, with a $112 technology access fee, there should! protect yourself?
be no problems. •

why it's called "the present."*

occurs to you that you are
in a dark alley or parking secure.
Can you ever really be too
garage, and you're all
alone, you may put your secure? In our violent society,
Communitif
sharpest car key between women in particular have to be
your index and middle fin on the lookout at all times, wor
ger, ready to gouge the rying about their safety at eveiy
Rape. Battery.
These are two of the most eyes of anyone who approaches turn.
Until recently, I would not
frightening and despicable you. You may check the back

^gei the paperlaid out for afew hundred dollars at alocal Kinko'si
Two weeks went by before the computer was fixed, ajid it intb^ things that can happen to a seat of your chi before you get
end, was fixed by communications professor Dr. Donald Page, now

that you have done to show that

From Where I Stand: I had to change their names

•being named as one of the "most wired universities.'' Be that as if;

^EIje iflcter staff also had their own computer calasiroph^
recently in which one of the computers used to perfonn layouts fo^

Here's an idea. Why don't

you guys send me new things

theme of "embracing life." .
Think about this: yesterday

fullest.

Then comes the biggest contradiction concerning TSU and i^-

the statement about how the computers on the main campus have
been "operationar" Just seems to be a misleading statement.

ing - guess it's not a secret any
more. The whole point is that I
want to live, not just breathe.

even that we will see another you have ciiihrdccd life to the
day. That is why it is so impor fullest. Maybe we'll publish
tant that we live life to the them in the paper to continue the

K*

Due to the slow connection on campus, and faulty computers,-

it's not. I think that all of us
should make a declaration to be

nicer to people than we have
happen when I die. These last been or perhaps a conscious
decision that what we did yester
things that you hate, you leara few years, I have been faced
day should not be the same
with
the
deaths
of
family
mem
from. The sport taught me
today.
something that I suppose 1 bers and sadly that was the thing
Secretly, I have a desire to
that
made
me
realize
that
life
already knew. Life is fleeting.
go bimgee jumping or parachut

^get a good computer, get your work done, and tiy to print it out^

''but come to find out that there is not enough paper available toj

leaving my family, but scared of

But

statistics

show

that

thinking that you don't need a

See "Strength" on Page 5
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APPLY NOW TO BE

APPLY NOW TO BE

NEWSPAPER

YEARBOOK

EDITOR

EDITOR

for the 2001-2002 school year

for the 2001-2002 school year

Do you have demonstrated leadership skills,
ability to meet deadlines, and skills in writing,
layout and editing? Have you worked on tllje
jWeter for at least one year? If so, consider tak
ing the helm for Tennessee State University's
award-winning student newspaper.
jUleter
has been a mainstay of the TSU community for
more than 50 years. Be part of history!

Do you have demonstrated leadership skills,
ability to meet deadlines, and skills in writ
ing, layout and project management? If so,
consider leading a team to document TSU
spirit in The Tennesseean yearbook. This
book is a treasured reflection of TSU and

always will be what you make it!
Send resume and cover letter by March 23, 2001,

Send resume and cover letter by March 23,2001,

to:

to;

Publications Board, Tennessee State University

Publications Board, Tennessee State University

c/o Dr. Gloria Johnson

c/o Dr. Gloria Johnson

P.O. Box 9563, 3500 John A. Merritt Blvd.,

P.O. Box 9563, 3500 John A. Merritt Blvd.,

Nashville, TN 37209,

Nashville, TN 37209,

or deliver by hand to Rm. 104 in the Humanities

or deliver by hand to Rm. 104 in the Humanities
Bldg.

Bldg.

Questions? Call 963-5715.

Questions? Call 963-5715.

women make streets safer tor all or u

ren

boyfriend was a manic depres

Continued from Page 4

sive and was supposed to be tak

ing his medication. If he isn't...

make much sense.

At least that's what 1 thought until I

well, that's why I couldn't use

DID YOU KNOW?
• Did you know that one our of every four reported rapes takes
piace in a public area?

ventured into the statistics aboutrape and

her real name and identity.

battery among women our age.

Can you imagine the fear?
Luckily, most of us cannot.

• Did you know thatfewer than 37 percent ofrapes are report

These are the feelings that make

• Did you know that approximately 28 percent ofvictinis of

in Tennessee, the average age of bat
tered women is 23.
I interviewed two women for my

story (on page 7 and heard and read
accounts of many others.

Ail of the

stories like this worthwhile.

I want to personally thank
the women who spoke svith me,

women gave despicable accounts of what as well as ail battered women
they went though at the hands of men who are living their lives in
they loved, and what they had to go secrecy in order to help others.
through, physically and emotionally, to
It is because of your sacri
escape their situations.
None of the stories were pretty, and
all of them made me cringe as I took

fices and your fight for justice
and recognition of abuse that so
nuuiy of us no longer are afraid.

notes.

Thank you.

But what angered me the most is that

To all of my fellow students,

for the victims' safety I had to change
their names and disguise distinguishing

particularly women, please take

characteristics of their stories for print.
One woman told me of how her ex-

care of yourselves. No one wants
to be a statistic."

ed to the police?

sexual violence are attacked by their husbands or boyfriends?

• Did you know that in 29 percent of rapes, the offender used a
weapou, and that in 47 percent of rapes, the women sustained injuries
other than rape injuries?

• Did you know that a woman is battered every 15seconds in
America?

And that's just the i-^ported instances • experts estimate that at
least half of the domestic violence in the L.S. is not reported to
authorities.

• Did you know that in over half of the states in the United
States, including Tennessee, it is legal for a man to beat his wife under
some instances?

Page 6
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1 he Harlem Renaissance revisited:

The unsung heroes and heroines of Black cultun
and finally... "a chance to dance!"
And dance they did.
During the Harlem Renaissance

By Tosha Jones
Commimitv View WrUer

Harlem became the Black culture centei

of the world. Music, literature, and the
ater ail thrived for Blacks and an already

\
If you turned your radio on in
i Harlem in the year 1929, you would most
' likely hear Louis Amistrong's trumpet
harmonizing to Bessie Smith's blues
singing voice. Or perhaps you would hear
Duke Ellington proclaiming, 'it don't
mean a thing if it ain't got that swing!"
If reading is your passion, then you
• might marvel over the expressive words

rich heritage gave birth to many new
legacies.

Although Harlem was the center for
what sociologist and critic Alain Locke
called "a spiritual emancipation," the
spiritof the movement was felt across the
nation and around the globe. The spirit
was traveled into the South by seosational blues singer Bessie Smith who made
her headquarters in Atlanta, Ga.; it was
earned to the Great West by filmmakei

! of Zora Neale Hurston or Countee
Culien, who said, "I have wrapped my
dream in a silken cloth, and laid them

away in a box of gold."
And if neither of these fit your fancy,
maybe you were mesmerized by the bril
liant color curves in the paintings of
Louis Mailou Jones and Palmer Hayden.
The early 1920s and 1930s in
Harlem, New York was an outburst of
African-American expression and Black
culture was celebrated in every field of
art from the happy tapping feet of Bill
"Bojangles" Robinson to the mind chal
lenging words of Langston Hughes. The

and novelist Oscar Micheaux who moved

PHOTO COURTESY OPTHESXnTHSC»>nA.N P0RTK.\1T GALLERY

Jazz musician Louis Armstrong is heralded today as one of the greatest
musicians in history.

to South Dakota in early i900's; and it
made its way to Paris, France on die
gyTating hips of Josephine Baker starting
in the year 1925. The influence of these
artistic innovators was liraitless and often

crossed over the lines of cc^r and age.

spark of the Harlem Renaissance, also
called the New Negro Movement, came
from a huge migration of African
Americans from the south to northern

cities. In an attempt to flee the repulsive

violence of racism and the poverty of
sharecropping. Blacks
moved to
Chicago, New York City. Washington
D.C. in search of better jobs, better edu
cation, the opportunity to own property.

It would take many, many hours to
recount every intellectual, schjI touching
voice that was lifted to confetti the

"Man ot Honor" addresses racism in the armed forces for

Vanderbilt University's Black History Month events series
By Sara M. Caldwell
Community View Writer
Navy retiree Carl Brashear, upon
whose life the 2000 Cuba Gooding Jr.
film Men of Honor was based, spoke to
students at Vanderbilt University's Sarratt
Center on February 22 about leadership
and dreams.

Before he spoke, Brashear presented
a short film in which the actors discussed

their involvement in Men of Honor.
Gooding said he was "more proud of this
movie than any other I've made," and
directorGeorge TillmanJr. explained that
he felt the movie had to be made to

demonstrate that any person, regardless
of color, could overcome difficult obsta
cle.

Brashear was introduced by the for
mer
president
of
Vanderbilt's
Organization of Black Graduate and
Professional Students as "a man of dis

tinction, a man of determination, a man of

courage, and of course, a man of honor."
As Brashear took the stage, he told

everyone in the audience to raise their
right hand and repeat this inspirational
chant: "I ain't gonna let nobody steal my

ed. Disappointed, but not discouraged, he
trained and studied for three more years
before finally being accepted to the

start again.

dream!"

school.

whether Brashear was fit to begin active
duty as an amputee, the officers decided

He admitted that since he was speak
ing before a group of students, the phrase
might not be grammatically correct, but
the message behind it was more impor
tant than the actual words.

He said, "I call my speech T Had a
Dream' because I've achieved my dream:
to become a first class diver in the Navy."

He said that there was some discrim

After exhausting and extensive test
ing by Navy officers to determine

ination and racism, but "I knew who I

that Brashear was actually more fit than

was; if they had a problem with me, that
was really their problem." His wife wor
ried, though: "She was worried that some
of those white people would drown me!"

some other divers.

After Brashear became the first

He said, "I wasn't upset that they
tested me so much. If 1 had been in their

position, I probably would have asked for.
more!"

Black diver, he was appointed to lead a

Brashear retired in the late 1980s as a

team of other divers. During a recovery

first class Navy diver, and he said he's

1931, and attended a segregated school mission in 1966, Brashear saw that his
house where the Black students were only men were in danger of being hit by some
allowed to leam until the seventh grade. debris and dived in front of them. He suf
In 1948, Brashear joined the Navy fered injuries to his head and intemal
and realized he needed more education to bleeding, but the most devastating injury
achieve his goal. He received his GED was the eventual loss of his leg. Navy sur
there, but said he wasn't sure which geons kept attempting to just take a little
branch of the Navy he preferred. That off at a time, but they ended up taking
changed after he was assigned to a ship nearly all of his left calf.

been keeping busy with "the Hollywood

Brashear was bom in Sonora, Ken., in

during the Korean War; when he saw the

deep-sea divers emerging from the ocean,
he realized that was to be his path to suc
cess.

Brashear attempted to get into the
training school for divers, but was reject

Despite the setback, Brashear decid

stuff" and his wife and children. As he

stepped from the stage, the audience of
mostly students rose to their feet and
applauded him.
After he spoke, Brashear answered
questions from the audience about what

his life includes now and whether any of
his three sons were following in his foot
steps (one son joined the Army and is

ed to stay in shape so he could rejoin the

now a member of the Reserves). He con

active duty divers. He said that some
times his leg would get so chafed from

cluded by saying, "It takes a willing fol

the prosthesis that it would start bleeding,

through perseverance and hard work."*

but "I'd just stick it in some salt water and

lower to be a leader. Success comes
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Nashville Shelters see rise in numbers of college-aged domestic
violence victims and offenders
from the family of a 13-year-old girl
being abused by her 15-year-old

By Hillary S. Condon
Community View Editor

y/ •'

u,

Since January 1999, 32 people have
been idlled by men as a result of domes
tic disputes in Tennessee. Three of them

boyfriend. This behavior was leamed in
the home, and that's where we need to

begin the process."
The average age of a battered
woman in Tennessee is 23.

were children under age 15. One victim
was a 75-year-oid grandmother attempt

of these women have children, and less

ing to protect her daughter and grand

than half are married.

Statistics show that over 65 percent

children from her daughter's violent,

The following two accounts are from

estranged husband. The attempts did not

women who suffered abuse at the hands

faze him; he strangled both women and

of their former husband or boyfriend.

stabbed them to death.

They also have escaped those situations
and now assist other battered women in

These local statistics are consistent

reclaiming their lives.
But if their estranged batterers knew
where they are, the women would be in
danger. Therefore, as a matter of editor

with national norms.

While the media and the public gen
erally accept that domestic violence is a
crucial social problem, few realize that
the ages of the afflicted women — and

ialpolicy, their names and other identil^-

their attackers — steadily are declining.
The instances of stalking, date rape
and domestic violence on college cam

ing characteristics have been changed to
protect their identities.

puses have increased in the past few
years, prompting community action in

"I was flattered at first"

the form of shelters for battered women
♦and

children that specia]i2e in the specif

ic needs of the coUege generation.
Toni Buggs, the executive director
of \Jjima House Inc., a program and shel-

ART BY GENOFORD

tcrfor battered women of color, says that
despite

educational

programs

and

increased numbers of shelters, the num

bers of younger women coming to her for

help have increased.
"We're seeing a trend with younger

abused women and younger batterers,"
she said. "Our office recently got a call

Sharon thought it never would hap
pen to her. She was married for seven
years before her hii.sbati/1 he.gan.to-ahjLse.
her - first mentally and emotionally, con
trolling her eveiy move.

See "Battered" on Page 8

Representative Ford offers a young perspective on the world of politics
But Ford did assure the attentive

By Henderson Hill III
Community View Writer
Rep. Harold Ford Jr. of the 9th dis
trict of Memphis. Tennessee spoke on
Feb. 20 at Vanderbilt University to an
intimate crowd in a auditorium in Wilson
Hall. Ford's lecture was in celebration of

Black Histoiy Month at the university.
Ford is the son of the first Black

Tennessee congressman. Harold Ford Sr.,
whom he unhesitantly refers to as his
best friend and his true predecessor to

politics.
Ford is a native of Memphis,
Tennessee who attended Pennsylvania

State University for undergraduate stud
ies and the University of Michigan for
law school. Ford is only 30 yearsold and
is one of the youngest members of

Congress, which he has been a member
of for the past four years.

Ford began his lecture by slightly
touching on the past election. He con
tended that the election is over and it may
be hard to swallow the outcome, "The

way that the President was elected was a
: fluke," Ford said.

audience that he was willing to work
with the new president if he was able to
deliver all of the promises that he has
made.

Ford jokingly added that, "Good,
compassion, and good man are the only
words you need to know to get along
with the new president." He went on to
acknowledge the fact that the president
has proposed a $1.6 trillion tax cut.
"I can't support something like this."
he said. "These promises are based on
projections." In comparison, to give his
listeners an insight. Ford .said, "I don't
see businesses giving out Christmas
bonuses m Februaiy based on their cur
rent projections." he said. Ford went on
to say that if these things don't material

ize. the average working people will be
the ones having to pay out more money
to make up for the failed projections of
the president.
Ford even touched on his personal
views about Affirmative Action, when
asked about his stance on the idea from
an audience member.

"I laugh and chuckle at my col

leagues who are critical of Affirmative
Action." Ford said. "I don't believe in

promoting one group over another
because of how they look, but that is the
situation that we've been thrust into," he
added.

"We're all caught in this thing
together, whether we like it or not,'' Ford
said referring to the state of the world in
which we all have to coincide together.
"It's my hope that our generation will

become

discover how we've arrived here.'* he

Ford said to not

said. We owe our community the right lo
say that we are doing belter than those
who came before us, was the point that
Ford used to e.xplain his jumping
thoughts and comments.
In a moment when Ford was asked

about his views on leadership values
from a member of the crowd, another

individual slid in a question on Ford's
take about the current Reparations Bill
for Blacks, which is currently on the
table.

He said that he doesn't believe that

the bill will pass. "We cannot not even
get the government to pass a bill to feed
people who are hungry," I ju.st don't see
it happening, especially with a
Democratic Congress," Ford said. "1
would like to see it happen, and I would
gladly take my check," he said.

more

involved in the

•

j.

playing field of
and

politics.
foreign

about what is p„oTO COURTiSY OS the
going on.

SMTE of TE.Nj.Njl£SSEE-

"Ofcourse. ,,

. ,
Harold Ford
go vote, because
if you don't vote
you should lose your right automatical
ly." Ford said. "Be aware," he added.
Gary Coleman, a sophomore
Tennessee Slate University student
majoring in Fashion Design with a minor
in English, was also in attendance. After
the event, he expressed his exclusive
response lo Ford's speech.
"He's showing earnest initiative to
reaching out to college students." he said.
"I was wondering how he and liis col

leagues had planned lo reach out to our
age group."*
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Battered women share their stories and describe the warning signs
Continued from Page 7

Learn to recognize the warning signs:

them to a center, or provide immediate
intervention for safety.
The YWCA has one of the better-

She says that at first, she was flat
tered when her husband would become

jealous of her friends and family, then it
became more serious when he began to
make her feel guilty. Like many battered
women, Sharon was eager, almost des
perate to please her controlling husband
and began isolating herself from every
one but him.

"I realized later, that it wasn't about

love and jealousy, but about power and
control," she said. "All of his actions
were to get power and control over me...

he dictated everything, and he knew what
I was doing at all times."
Then he began hitting, kicking and
punching her.
The day after their 10th wedding
anniversary, her husband held a knife to
her throat.

"That was when I finally had to get
out," she says.
She left her husband a few days later
- on July 5, which she says was her "real
Independence Day." She had left her

funded domestic violence programs in

Does he intimidate you? Does he abuse animals or chil the region, and as such, the shelter is airy,
dren? Does he destroy property and smash things when he gets comfortable and designed to make
women and children feel safe and com
angry? Does he display weapons?
Does he threaten to commit suicide, threaten to harm

you or your children, or threaten to report you if you leave him?

Does he use verbal humiliation to make you feel worth
less, call you names, play mind games or make you feel guilty?
Does he minimize his abuse by blaming others, denying the
abuse, or saying that you caused it?
If your husband, boyfriend or significant other has
shown any or all of these warnings signs of domestic abuse,
please seek help immediately.
Local support groups include:
• The Nashville YWCA Domestic Violence Shelter: 2978833

800-356-6767

Statistics show that women are 77

• The Dinah Project: 726-3876

me..,.

he'd never do that to me."
Dawn has been in three abusive rela

to five people, and include an infant crib.
Women without children stay in a sepa
rate part of the house.

There also are separate kitchens, din
ing areas and reading and leisure rooms
for women with and without children.

The play rooms for the younger children
adjoin their mother's rooms.
The shelter also offers a number of

nurse practitioners to handle any imme
diate health problems. Often, battered
women neglect even basic health care as
a

result of the emotional

abu.se

that

accompanies the physical abuse. If nec
essary, the women are given alcohol and
Like most abusers, he swept Dawn
off of her feet, beginning the relationship

fiance, he returned to her home with a

drug treatments.

gun. She refused to let him in, and police

early and showering her with gifts,

soon were on the scene. After he threat

The children are put into programs
and play groups that strengthen their self-

ened to kill himself, he fired a shot

esteem and teach communication and

through one of her windows and was

problem-solving skills.

romance and compliments.

"They operate like whirlwind(s),"
she said. "He was the wrong person...

arrested.

and everyone knew it except me."
They were married when Dawn was

which Dawn was involved also was not

24. Her husband also had serious alcohol

and drug problems, which soon caused
his emotional abuse of Dawn to escalate

into physical abuse. This was Dawn's
firet encounter with physical violence.
Dawn met another man six years
later, and she still was unfamiliar with the

warning signs of potential batterers. She

The last abusive relationship in
physically
leave him.
apartment
tering her

abusive until she attempted to
Dawn has to jump out of her
window to escape him, shat
ankle.
As a result of this

injury, she had to undergo 16 operations,
quit her job and file for bankruptcy.
"It was a long, hard lesson," she
said.

says he told her about his four previous

"I thought that he loved

sary) through the orientation process.
The bedrooms in the shelter can sleep up

programs for the women and for their

• Domestic & Sexual Violence Coalition: 386-9406

Sharon left her husband, he began stalk
ing her. The order of protection, she
says, was the only thing that stopped him.
This is one of the many ways that Sharon
says she was extremely lucky.
"I am lucky because I did some of
the right things," she says. "I also didn't
have kids to worry about."

er to help her (and her children, if neces

children. In addition to the life skills
• Ujima House ; 242-9260
training and support groups, the victim
• The Rape and Sexual Abuse Crisis Line: 256-8526
ized women are paired with legal advis»
• Tennessee Task Force Against Domestic Violence: 1- ers who inform them of their rights and

back.

She was glad because soon after

has almost all of the amenities of a home.

immediately is assigned to a case manag

threaten to report you?

always came back. Sharon says that her
husband wasn't that upset when she left,
but began to get more violent when he

percent more Vvkely to be wourrded or
murdered after they leave their batterer.
Sharon says that looking back, she prob
ably would be one of those statistics if
she hadn't had a plan for escape.
"You have to have a plan," she said.
"A good friend of mine knew a coun
selor, who suggested that I get an order of
protection against my husband. I'm so
glad I did."

The shelter, in a confidential location,

Does he control what you do and where you go? Does he
This is where battered women begin
prevent you from getting a job? Does he threaten to take your their process toward self-sufficiency.
Once a woman enters the shelter, she
children away? Does he make you do illegal things and then

husband three times before, but she

realized that his wife was not coming

fortable during a very traumatic time.

marriages and his physical abuse of his
four previous wives, but she wasn't concemed.

"I thought that he loved me.... he'd
never do that to me."

tionships.
Her parents divorced when she was

They were engaged to be married,
and eventually her fiance's mental and

six years old, and she says she never had

emotional abuse was too much for Dawn

a positive male role model. She says the
majority of her teenage years were spent
trying to find that male figure in her life,

to handle. Like many batterers, he began
abusing drugs and alcohol, which made
his temper, his jealousy and his control

and she found it in her husband.

ling, possessive nature even worse.
Several months after Dawn left her

The healing process
When battered women decide to

escape an abusive relationship, they usu

The warning signs
Counselors and professionals who

deal with battered women say there are
certain warning signs that every woman
should leam to recognize. In addition to
clear signs of abusive tendencies or vio

lentbehavior toward others, Sharon says
the most violent abusers often are the last
people you would expect.

"I was swept off of my feet.... he was
so charming... it was all so tremendous
and emotional," she said. "But few

women, especially young women, realize
that these are the signs of a potential bat

ally make a call to either a crisis center
hotline or the local police. The YWCA
has a regional crisis center and shelter in

terer."

seven days a week.

"They don't wantto give you any time to

Sharon says that batterers often start

relationships quickly and frequently
Nashville that is operated 24 hours a day, begin a physical relationship early.
From the crisis center, operators think about it," she said.
trained in counseling and intervention
And most of the time, they gradually
can assist the caller with a safety plan, change from mild, emotional abuse, jeal
direct them to a support group or refer ousy and guilt to full-scale violence.*
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Community View
arlem Renaissance nurtured the

^

greatest artists, musicians of our time
ontinued from Page 6

Are you interested in reporting or writing?
Do you have reliable transportation?

Write for Community
View!
Community View writers cover news that
is relevant to the Tennessee State

University community, but does not occur
on campus.

Come by C|)e jUleter office (Kean Hall,
Suite 304) for an application, or call
Community View Editor Hillary S.
Condon at 963-5555 for more information.

Mayo Clinic
What you imagined your
nursing career would be.
Opportunities for

New RN Graduates exist in:
• Cardiovascular

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dermatology
Hematology
Medical/Surgical
Nephrology
Oncology
Psychiatry
Urology

Critical Care (Intemship Program)
Gastroenterology
Infusion Therapy
Medical/Thoracic

Neurology
Orthopedics
Rehabilitation

Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota is comprised of Saint
Marys Hospital, Rochester Methodist Hospital and Mayo
Clinic, creating an integrated medical center. These partners
form the world's largest private, not-for-profit medical
center, and offer patients virtually every kind of medical
treatment, diagnostic tool and nursing expertise. Professional
Nursing at Mayo Clinic delivers comprehensive nursing care of
the highest standard.
Nurses at Mayo Clinic are offered unparalleled opportunities
for career mobility and growth. Practice Is closelyintegrated
with advanced education and research programs. At Mayo
Clinic, you have the opportunity to practice your profession in
a world-renowned medical center with a reputation for high
standards. Our hospitals are acute-care, teaching facilities
where quality nursing care is our tradition and mission.
Please refer to #00-NC.TEN when inquiring about nursing
opportunities.

Mayo Clinic
Rebecca Pautz, OE-4 • 200 first Street SW ♦ Rochester, MN S5905

'

ph 1-800-562-7984 fax 507-266-3167 e-raall careefS@mayo.ed«
'f.y '

•

••
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World View
1992.

Rape is considered in the war tribunal to be second
in severity only to genocide, and, as evidence showed
the defendants used rape and sexual enslavement as not
only a method of torture, but as a way to terrorize and
dehumanize the civilian women and children who rep
resented their enemies.

This is the first time in history that rape crimes have
been tried in a Yugoslavian war tribunal.
AIDS Vaccine

GiaxoSmithKline Pic., the nation's largest produc
er of HIV/AIDS medicines, announced last week its

plans to begin human trials of an experimental AIDS
vaccine this year.
Studies on monkeys in clinical trials have shown
that the vaccine provides protection for more than one
year against HIV and AIDS, and trials are promising
that a therapeutic version can also be adapted to treat
people already infected with the AIDS virus.

HT

Health
REUTERS PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

REUTERS PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

against humanity in a landmark prosecution of rape and

A panel of experts said last week that cigarettes
with modified tobacco or designed to bum at low tem
peratures do not necessarily make smoking safer. It
may, in fact, make it more dangerous, significantly rais
ing the levels of tar and nicotine.
The panel also stated that aids that are designed to

sexual enslavement.

help people .stop .smoking, like nicotine patches and

Dragoljub Kiinarac (pictured above with his lawyer
at the war crimes tribunal) was given the longest sen

gums, may raise the body's tolerance of nicotine and
make smoking less healthy.

War Crimes
The United Nations war crimes court convicted
three former Bosnian Serb commanders for crimes

tence, 28 years, after being found guilty of raping,
enslaving and torturing Muslim women and girls in

World

The U.S. Navy has delayed a hearing by the
National Transportation Safety Board regarding the
crash of the submarine vessel U.S.S. Greeneville, which

collided with a Japanese fishing boat and killed several
people.
NTSB contact John Hammerschmidt (above) said

the Navy is still investigating allegations that civilians
were at the Greenville's helm at the time of the colli
sion. The hearing is now scheduled for March.*

Zetas, Alphas claim top Pan-Hel step show prizes
By Henderson Hill IH
Community View Writer
'

While this year's annual step show

; began with an unusual twist, the end was
[ the same, with the top prizes going to the

that night with the third
place recognition. They
incorporated a soldier
theme, complete with
army fatigues and an

r-'i

excerpt from Full Metal
Jacket.

After the Alpha

[ same chapters as they did last year. The men entered, draped in
; first place for the sororities went to the

I Epsilon Alpha chapter of Zeta Phi Beta
j Sorority, Inc. The first place for the fra• temities went, as it did last year, to the

p-Beta Omicron chapterof Alpha Phi Alpha

[TFratemity, Inc.
The show started out in style, with a.
• crowd-pleasing routine by the Alpha Beta
; chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority,
Inc. Tliey started off with three mem
bers, but the crowd went wild when more

came out from the stage and the audi
ence. Alpha Beta went home with the
second place prize. The third place
award went to the Alpha Psi chapter of

jVlpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
^

The first ofthe fraternities tostep out
the show was the Delta Beta chapter of
Ota Phi Theta Fraternity, Inc., who left

tuxedoes and ready to
reclaim their title from

last year, the Zeta .Alpha
chapter of Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
entered. They were the
only
organization
throughout the whole
show to use fireworks to

capture the audience's

attention. Their efforts

paid off as the claimed

PHOTOS BY DERICK KI\mROUGH

ladies of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc., and the men of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc,
home with the first place awards this yeac

the second place title.

Wrapping up the 2001 Pan-Hellenic
step show was the only chapter to leave
without an award, the "Mighty" Rho Psi
chapter of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
"1 think that the step show was pret

ty good this year," said Niah Fulford, a
junior Biology major. "It was well-orga
nized compared to last year."
Other students were particularly
impressed with the return of old
favorites.

"The SG Rhos came out tight, seeing
as how we haven't seen them in a while,"
said Angela Street, a junior Mass
Communications major. "It was worth
paying five dollars."*
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GRAMMY WRAP-UP:
WHAT WERE THEY THINKING?
By Sparkle Davis
Arts and Entertainment Editor
This year's Grammy awards show is

simply described as... disappointing. Not
only did some of the favorite artists leave

without winning a Grammy, but the peo
ple who won were peoplethat no one had
ever heard of until the show. What is the

recording academy doing?
But before we get into who won on
the show, let's wrap about who wore
what, the performances and the host.
If Toni Braxton thought that if she
wore a slinky, so-called "dress" that she

would get some type of media attention
like Jennifer Lopez did last year, she was
in for a real shocker. Sure, she may have
scored some publicity on Entertainment
Tonight and other entertainment shows,
but not nearly as much as Lopez. I guess
piecing up toilet paper and a couple of
silk scarves isn't enough to make front
page news.

Christina Aguilera looked very nice
in her string-up ensemble, but the braids
have to go. I will say that it was an
improvement to her usual wispy, straight
hair. But for the Grammys? No!
Erykah Badu looked very nice,

REUTERS PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

Destiny's Child performs Say My Name" at the 43rd Aimual
Grammy Awards.
sportingthe new bald look along with her
moon boots. Faith Hill took the sheer

approach that was very flattering for her,
Macy Gray... the coat made of tampons
and Destiny's Child as always made their

to say is, Versace rules.
Though there were other
fashion do's and don'ts, they
are not worth mentioning at
this time. Joan and Melissa

grand entrance on the red carpet with

jRrvers will C&hz carc <af th&t

Versace then later into a green sequined
ensemble made by the one and only Tina
Knowles (Beyonce's mother). All 1 have

on their fashion show fea
tured on the E! network.

Hopefully next year they will

REUTERS PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

their les

Toni Braxton poses with her Grammy for Best
female R&B performance (for "He wasn't man

son.

enough").

learn

The per
formances

on

the

show fell into two

oration of Moby, JiU Scott, and the Blue
Man Group were totally awesome and
absolutely the best out of the whole show

categories; "Great,"
and

"What

was

that?"
In the "Great" cate

mance. Eminem and Elton John will

gory.
Madonna's
opening to her hit
song "Music" was a
great way to start of
the show. Not many
41-year-old women
can pop and shake as

leave everyone talking about this
Grammy show for years to come,espe
cially Eminem's salute at the end.
For the "What was that?" category.
Destiny's Child leads the pack with their
rendition of "Independent Women Part
One" and "Say My Name." Now these
songs made the group very popular, but
their performance was simply awful.
Can we talk about Cirque du Soleii
acrobats -in the background, the blue
sequins outfits... made by you know who,
Michelle coming out late for the second
song, and most of all the cameras focus
only on Beyonce when she sang lead.
Then when they were finished, they left
everyone saying, "What was that?"
Aguilera's performance was some
what questionable, too. Now she got cool
points for singing in Spanish - but com
ing down in a circular chandelier, well,

well as she did that

night. N'Sync was
phenomenal. They
are truly the better
boyband, and they
proved that when
they sang the ballad
"This

I

Promise

You."
Faith Hill was

AP PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

also included in the

Rapper Eminem salutes his critics as co-performer Elton Johnlooks on. John performed back

great

up vocals with Eminemon his groundbreaking single "Stan."

because

EDITOR'S NOTE: Eminem justified his obscene gesture in retaliation for critics calling him
"homophobic." tCljc ;fEetei's editorial board felt that an uncensored photo of Eminem's

fully and the collab-

"salute" to his critics was necessary.

Finally, Eminem was the most
controversial, but a excellent perfor

category

she

sang

"Breathe" so beauti

See "Wrapping" on Page 14
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'SU Campus Radio presents^ Oscar Nominations 2001:

he Jazzy Lounge 2 Talent Showii The Academy likes the
Descendants of Reality smger "Brownie.'a
and coming artist by saying," Yoiw

\rts and Enteriainment Writer

[unsigned musical arfists] should

The 2001 Jazzy Lounge 2 Talent
jhowcase could be compared to an

imusement park - like a roller coaster, it
lad its ups and downs.
There were prizes, there were the
vild audience members, and there were
lie contestants, that before the ride were

tiven duections. but they broke all of the
ules.

Promotion was excellent for this

went, but it was more hype than "'tight".
Jespite the fraudulent false advertisenent, promising acts such as TTie ICONS

^nd Pitch Black, when showtime came

^hey became disappearing acts.

T*he

Moons had another engagement on The
Wemzy Jones Show, and apparently held

^hat event in higher regard than tui antici

pating TSU audience,
j

The TSU Campu.s Radio strives to

'-Ibring benevolent events to campus and to
^ive the student body a chance to display
their talents, but their efforts are often

under-apprcciatcd and the TSU Campus
Radio siaff s judgement can be ques

tioned at times, but they are on a fast track
to improvement.
At approximately 7:45 p.m., the
Jazzy Lounge began with a stellar open-Jng peiformancc by the local upcoming

^^ensation Descendants of Reality &.

t,dara's Ambiance featuring an emboldned

poet

by

the name

action films of 2000

gave encouraging words to all of the ui3

the little gold guy are Joaquin Phoenix

aware of the business pait not just th^

musical part as far as working on your tal-B By Alan C. Beard
ent and perfecting your art."
S Sports Editor

It is obvious that with persistence^
Descendants of Reality and Adam'^
Ambiance will be heavy hitlers in tlie neas

"

Supporting
Actor category
Benicio Del Tore

for Gladiator and

nominated for Best
Supporting Actor for his work in Trajlj'tc.

It's that time of year again where ^

the movies that you loved from the year

the surprise of the

^^t a nod for his work in the Uttle

Who won the talent show is ®
before finally get what they deserve.
Pollack beating out Michael
mystery because of the uncontrolled That's right its Ume for that guy to shine Douglas ^ho was considered almost a

future.

atmosphere several judges and recorii again, you know the
company scouts left the show before ils;:|
The
end.

" I Academy

Award

Some of the contestants that partici- !

were

pated in the showcase hosted by local

on Feb.

aspiring comedian Courtiyn were; "Phiily ^
movement" inspired Nashville natives ;

There

few

Trejour who were well received by th<i-|

a few

crowd, fast-lyric spitting rap group^

snubs-but hey, it hap-

Southbound; Chi-town emcee Drupy®

deejay/ rapper Hurricane John; Daytoiffi
native Big Kev; vocalist J.C.; the enthusi-»

astic Fleet Elite; Desmond; Complex^
Coalition; guitarist/alternative singe^

Scott: Lady Terror: the outstanding sulti^
vocal stylings of Kellee; Atlanta's Zone

and Cincinnati dance group Fantasy.

The

nomiwere

the

Gladiator ^
walked away

with 12 nominations

j||y /
r

-

and the breathtaking J^s^"'
Crouching
Tiger /

^ Hidden Dragon with ^
.
°

Next year, the Jazzy Lounge 3Talen^

Show has nowhere to go but up. Thi^

PHOTO COURTESY OF DREAMWORKS

10 nonunations.

Both of these Russell Crowe (right) is nominatedl for Best Actor for

event showed that there are several talent- i films were nominated Ris role as Maximus in Gladiator.

ed people out there starving to be heard,; j

for Best Picture and

but in order to succeed, dues have to be i Best Director. Gladiator also garnered

paid, and the price of success is expen-

of Tayo.

an Oscar nomination for star Russell

Crowe in the Best Actor category.

Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon is also
nominated for Best Foreign Language
Film. Rounding out the list of Best
Picture contenders are Erin Brokovich

(which also got Julia Roberts a nomination'for Best Actress), Traffic (both Erin
Brokovich and Traffic were directed by
Steven Soderbergh who is nominated
for Best Director for both films), and
Billy Elliot.

Other notables who will be up for

shoe-in for his work in another little

seen film Wonder Boys. Tom Hanks

(you could call him Mr. Oscar) got a nod
for

his

work

in

film

version

of

"Giliigan's Island" - Cast Away.
Another notable snub was that of

Gary Oidman for his work in The
Contender, they gave the nomination
instead to his co-star in the film Jeff

Bridges in the Best Supporting Actor
category.

In my earlier review of the film

Traffic I said, that it would walk away
with the Best Picture Oscar as well as
the
Best
Director
for
Soderbergh. Well I'm not so
sure that is an accurate statement anymore.

Why? I got four words for
you. Crouching Tiger Hidden
Dragon, this movie was the

most visually stunning piece

offilmmakiDg last year. Ang

f

Lee took us into a world
where everything seemed

possible. We saw people run-

ning over water, fighting in
PHOTO COURTESY OF MIRIMAX FILMS

Juliette Binoche and Lena Olin star in the
UJIIVdwIiy ui iiavvcii i ui itiuiiuU)

multi-nominated film Chocolat.

See "Academy" on Page 13
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The Academy announces its favorites from the year 2000
Continued from Page 12

March 25, 2001 at 7 p.m.

the trees, and doing what was right when

nees and for a complete listing go to

Ellen
BurstynRequiem For A Dream
Laura
Linney-Ibw

it meant the most.

oscar.com.

Can Count On Me

Below is a list of some of the nomi

When I saw it, I hoped that the
Academy of Motion Pictures Arts &

Best Picture:

Sciences Would not overlook it for Best

Erin Brockovich

Picture because it is a foreign language
film. Calling it a martial arts film would

Crouching Tiger. Hidden Dragon

Julia

Gladiator

Roberts-£/m

Brockovich

Best

Supporting

Actor:

not do it justice because it is so much

Chocolat

more. It has sub-titles but this should not

Traffic

Contender

deter anyone from seeing it. (You can read
can't you?) Only time will tell if the gen

Best Actor:

Shadow OfA Vampire

Jeff

Bridges-T/ie

William

eral who became a slave, the slave who«

Russell Crov/Q-Gladiator

became a gladiator, the gladiator who

Tom Hanks-Caj'/ Away

became a hero {Gladiator) or if an inti

Ed Harris-Po//oc/:

mate tale of honor, silent love, and

Geoffrey Rush-Quills
Javier Baidsm-Before Night Falls

Benicio

Dafoeuei
Del

loroToro-

Traffic
Albert

Finney-£"rm

Brockovich

Joaquin

PHOTO COURTESY OF DREAMWORKS FILMS

Kale Hudson (right) is nominated for an Oscar for

supportingrole opposite Patrick Fugit (left)

in Almost Famous.

redemption {Crouching Tiger Hidden
Dragon ) will rule Oscar night. One thing
is for sure - I'll be watching, and so
should you.

Joan Allen-7%^ Contender

Best Supporting Actress:

The Oscars will air on ABC on

Juliette Binocbe-Chocolat

Judi D^nch-Chocolat

Phoenix-

Gladiator

Marcia Gay Harden-Pollock
Kate Hudson-Almost Famous

Best Actress:

Frances

McDoTmand-Almost

Famous

Julie Walters-Bi//y Elliot •

MTV's "The Real World" holds open casting call in Nashville
Continued from Page 1

Others like Westbrooks also were
reserved about their chances.

opportunity to try out was a dream come
true for many students at Vanderbilt,
Tennessee State, and Middle Tennessee

State universities, and other surrounding
schools.

"Real World" executives say they
chose Nashville not because it's the

music capital of the world, or because it's
a down-to-earth place. They wanted the
college crowd.
"Nashville is a city that we have not
been to in a long time and it's a city that
has a lot of people within the age range
that we are looking for," 18 to 24," says
casting coordinator Rob LaPlante. "It has

many colleges in the area; Eisk,
Tennessee State, Vanderbilt, so we fig
ured that this would be something good
for people is this age range."
At the tryouts, tables and chairs

awaited the people as they completed
applications and waited for their numbers
to be called. After the numbers were

called, groups of 10to 20 people at a time
were escorted to a roomwhere they inter
acted with the casting directors and other
people who talked about themselves and

"It feels nice, but also I don't want to

get too involved in it because there are so
many people (who) have applied for
this," says Nashvillian Julie Morgan.

"People have sent in videotapes from so
many different states that I just feel that
I'm just another name in the pile."
TSU student Torlando Hawkins also

was one of the many people who tried

out. He explained tfiat his experience at
the casting call was great.
"Even if I don't make it," he said, "it

was cool to be able to talk to people and
see where they were coming from."
He also said TSU and Vanderbilt are

of 10-20 people. Show producers decided on the callbacks from these inter

they don't know much about one another.

actions.

The castingcalls brought togethera lot of
schools and made people realize that
Nashville is a very diverse place.
While the interviews were taking
place, the others who were waiting sat
back andlistened to the soundsof Erykah

Badu, Jill Scott, and other R&B/hip-hop
artists. Though some peoplewere serious
about trying to make the show, others

found it a place to meet and greet new

process, more than 20 people were asked say that I went to a casting call for 'The
for a callback right after the session.
Vanderbilt
student
Steven

Real World' because this one of the

Westbrooks was one of the few who was

said TSU student Shamika Oliver. "If I
make it or not, at least I said 1 tried."

"I've learned a lot about myself," he
said. "I don't want to get too excited.
(I m) just going through the motions, not
going to get my hopes up.

After filling out applications, cast ''wannabes" discussed issues in groups

five minutes away from each other yet

issues that face young people today. people and to just have fun.
Because they stood out during this
"Honestly, I just wanted to be able to

asked for a callback.

PHOTO BY SPARKLE DAVIS

hottest shows and everybody watches,"

Most of the people were there for
that reason, while some had an ulterior

motive of being at the casting call.
For example, Chris Tuff, a student at

Vanderbilt University, said that it would
be a good story to tell his twin brother
back home and a great chance to meet

get a callback right away. They still could
get a callback because the process is not
over, he said. This is just round one, the
next step is that the potentials fill out a

girls.
As the day came to a close with the

long application and then have to go

casting call, the participants were full of

through a series of interviews whereoffi-

anxiety and confusion.

cials continuously are cutting people

They asked such questions as, will I
get a callback, will I get a letter saying
'I'm sorry but you weren't a chosen one,
and how are potentials picked?
"There's no formula to it, you just
get a feeling about a person," LaPlante
said. "We use the group discussions to
find out who's gotan interesting point of
view, somebody whostands out from the

until they get the final seven.

the first season to be taped during the
summer and fall months, July through

crowd and wejust go from there. There's

future cast, you can send a tape to

no scientific formula for it."

Bunim/Murray Productions at 6007

LaPlante stressed that auditioners

shouldn't get discouraged if they didn't

LaPlante would not say where the
11th season will be shot, but this will be

November, and not in the usual January
through May time period.
For those who didn't make it to the

casting call and want to try out for a

Sepulveda Boulevard Van Nuys, CA
914n.»
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Rosario Dawson
until her experience with Kids led her

By Regan Toomer

back to New York to study acting at the
Lee Strasberg Institute.

However, she was

Copy Editor

She also played uppity "Stephanie"

wrong, because the atten
Her blood is a mix of Cuban, Puerto

Rican, Native American, African
American and Irish, but Rosario Dawson

.brings her own flavor to Hollywood.
Discovered in the urban melting pot
of Manhattan, New York, Dawson was
spotted by a writer/ director as she was

sitting on her stoop of her tenement
house.

That director decided to cast her in a

documentary-style movie, Larry Clark's
1995 Kids, which was a controversial
film about the sexual and sometimes vio

lent exploits of city youths.
Dawson played "Ruby" in the
movie, and didn't think that the movie

would be very successful, because of the
fact that she received such an informal

tion she received from

in last year's high school hostage drama.

Kids helped land her

Light It Up. She is also featured in the

roles in movies like Side

Freddie Prinze Jr. romantic comedy hit

Streets and Girls Night

Down to You.

Out, before she was cast

The actress was also featured in
artist Prince's video remake of his classic
hit song "1999."

in Spike Lee's 1998 hit
He Got Game, opposite
NBA star Ray Allen and
Denzel Washington.
Born
in
Coney

Dawson's upcoming movies include'
losie and the Pussycats, with Rachel

High School where sev

Leigh Cook and Tara Reid, set to be
released in theaters in April 2001; and in
a comedy called Pluto Nash with Eddie
Murphy that is set to be released in the

eral scenes from He Got

fall of 2001.-

Island, Dawson's mother
had

attended

Game

Lincoln

were

filmed.

Although Rosario was
raised in nearby New
York, she lived with her

family in Texas for a year

PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO!

Rosario Dawson

Wrapping up this yearns'Kggest tiop
All students. Graduate students,
EACULTY and STAEE, AND

ESPECIALLY GRADUATING SENIORS.'!

Yearbook Photographs
One More Time!!
Friday, March 9, from 9 a.m.- 1
P.M. & 2- 5 P.M.

Saturday, March 10, from 9
A.M.- 3 P.M.

Kean Hall 040

of an awards show^ the Grammys
Continued from Page 11
let's just say ihai she had problems get
ting out of it and had the same problem
again when getting out of her coat for
the dance sequence. Needless to say,
she was another one that had everyone
saying "What?"
Now we get to the host, Jon
Stewart, the star of Comedy Central's
"The Daily Show" did an alright job
hosting this year's show,
Even with his wisecracking antics,
he still had the crowd entertained. But

I'm like most people, I missed Rosie.
So, if you missed the Grammy's this
year, you really didn't miss anything,
except something to talk about on
Thursday.
Here are some of the winners from

last week's show. For an in-depth look
00 the whole awards show, click on to
www.grammy.com.

Record of the year:
Beautiful Day. U2
Album of the year:
Two Against Nature, Steely
Dan

Questions/ Comments? Contact the Yearbook staff
AT 963-5036.

Song of the year:
Beautiful Day, U2
New Artist:

Shelby Lynne

^

Female Pop Performance:
/ Try. Macy Gray
j
Male Pop Performance:
She Walks This Earth. Sting <

Female R&B vocal perfor- ^

mance:
|
He Wasn't Man Enough, ^
Toni Braxton

|

Male R&B vocal perfor- |
mance:

Untitled(How Does It Feel),
D' Angelo
'
^
i

R&B performance by a

?

duo or group with vocal:
Say My Name. Destiny's

^
^

Child

^

Rap Album:

'

Eminem

|

The Marshall Mathers LP, |
Producer of the year,

i

non-classical;

i

Dr. Dre, B...h Please II

1

(Eminem featuring Dr. Dre, 1
Snoop Dogg, Xzibit & Nate i
Dogg)«
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It's that time of year again - Let the Madness begin
By Marcus Norris
Sports Writer

Iowa State

- Benefiting from losses by
Illinois and North Carolina late in the

It's that time of year again, college
campuses and Las Vegas oddsmakers

around the country are bubbling with
anticipation. It's the season of the sick

ness in the college basketball world. Yes,
March Madness is coming, and as usual,
it brings its baggage of unpredictability
and controversy along with it.
First the controversy. With about two
weeks left before the NCAA Tournament
Selection Committee declares what team
will be seeded where. Basketball follow

ers know that the top four ranked teams
in the country will each claim numberone seeds in the North, South, East, and

West regions. However a problem devel
ops when the top four teams keep losing,
as has been the case for the last two

weeks. That being said, here's my expert
opinion of who the number one seeds will
be:

Stanford

- With only one loss the entire

season, the Cyclones sneak in at the fin
ish line as a late number one seed.

Locking up a number one seed does

n't guarantee anything, a fact the other
sixty teams would love to attest to. Out of

Micbigaa State

- A strong fmish, and a win of
the Big-10 are not the easiestthings in the
world to pull off, but I believethe defend
ing champs are up to the task.
Duke

- It's hard to pick them over
North Carolina, especially since the TarHeels defeated them in their house, but 1
think that the Blue Devils will beat them
in the rematch and take the ACC, the

toughest conference in college basket-

the season.

the teams who's overall record doesn't

accurately reflect their potential, I'll give

you my darkhorses. (No particularorder):
Arizona

- A preseason ranking of number
one wasn't premature. This is a team with
a star player at all five positions. The
most underrated player in the country,
Gilbert Arenas, along with a proven win
ner in coach Lute Olsen, gives this team
as good a chance as any.
Kentucky
- The hottest team in the SEC

also came out of the gates slowly but has

been burning it up down the stretch. Will
another strong showing in the tournament
get the naysayers off Tubby Smith's
back?

North Carolina

season, the Cardinal have the best chance

of locking up that number one seed,
hopefully for them in the west region.

Seton Hall freshman Eddie Griffin
I
was the shining young hope of Seton
Hall earlier in the season, only to have
it taken away with senseless in-fight
ing. Now Seton Hall has self-destruct
ed into the biggest disappointment of

- It's against the law in 48 states
to have the Tar-Heels fall any lower than
this come tournament time. They are still

one of the best in the country. Even with
out a number one seed expect Joseph
Forte and Brendan Haywood to do dam

(Honorable Mention: Virginia,
UCLA, Kansas, Boston College, Notre
Dame, and Alabama)
Now that we've determined some

teams that might do something in the
tournament, here's a look at some teams
who entered the season with high hopes,
but diminished them with sloppy play.
Seton Hall

- No team has been a bigger dis

appointment this year. The Blue Demons
had the best recruiting class in the coun
try, including a player who should have
turned pro in Eddie Griffin. They pro
ceeded to play below-average basketball,
along with in-fighting, all the ingredients
for a self-destruction pie. At least they've
earned themselves an inside track to the
NIT tournament.

age.

Gonzaga
- Yes, Gonzaga. One time is
luck, twice is a trend, but after a third

straight strong showing in the NCAA
Tournament I doubt this West Coast

Conference powerhouse will sneak up on
anybody anymore. I'm taking bets on this

Tennessee

Lady Vol's head coach Pat Summit get a
hold of this group.
Mainland
- Watch ESPN Instant Classic

versus Duke and see how the Terrapin's

season just went down the drain. This
team just hasn't been the same since that
late comeback by the Blue Devils. Coach
Gary Wiliams probably wakes up in a
cold sweat after having nightmares of
Jason Williams.

(Not-So-Honorable
Mention:
DePaol, Wake Forest, ConnetiGut, and
Cincinnati.)

Well there's a quick glance at what
the NCAA's might look like. The picture
will get a little clearer when the selection

- As hot as Kentucky has been

committee does release the brackets. Its

down the stretch, the Volunteers have

seedings could provide matchups with
the potential to blow my predictions right
out the water. But regardless of how that
picture develops, everybody knows
who's going to be dancing in the end.*

been the exact opposite. Even if they
manage to somehow crawl into post sea
son play, don't expect much from them.
Maybe the athletic director should let

Graduate Student Fellowships
The University of Louisville School of Medicine announces:
The Integrated Programs in Biomedical Sciences
This is a new program for entering graduate students interested in biomedical research as a
career choice. We offer an $18,000 annual stipend for the first two years, plus tuition remission
and health insurance benefits.

Call Today For More Information
IPIBS

1-800-334-8635
ext. 4880
University of Louisville School of Medicine Abell Administration Center
323 E. Chestnut Street Louisville, Kentucky 40202
http://ipibsJouisville.edu
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Up on Deck:
Land of the Bailers
the Los Angeles Lakers on the pro level,"

By Thomas Thorps

their careers diminish right before their

says LeeRoy Calmes, a sophomore eyes.

Physchology major from Flint, Mich.

Sports Writer

All I have to say is Earl "The Goat"

If we actuallylook at this situation in

Manigault from the streets of New York

a wide spectrum, Illinois and New York and Ben Wilson from Chicago. If you're
has
the best overall talent straight up and ontop ofyour hoop knowledge then there
tion arises of "Which state does the iUest
hoopers actually come from?" One might down. Even these two states are mnning isnoneed for me toexpound onthe backspeak of places like Tennessee (not), but neck and neck when you think of all the ground of these two legends. "I thinL the
seriously Illinois, New York, Califomia, talented players they have produced over best ball players come from Chicago and
and Michigan. These states have a repu the years. Not to mention the number of New York, a lot ofplayers are coming out
tation of producing the most talented playground legends from these two states of these cities and going to the league,"
that took the wrong road and watched says David Sanders a sophomore
hoopers of all-time.
^ .
Engineering major from St.
When you say Illinois you ||K

When the simple yet debatable ques

think of the movie Hoop Dreams, |Qu

Louis, Mo.

originator of the kiUer crossover),
Ronnie Fields (illest player with a

focus on the high school

Isaiah Thomas, Tim Hardaway (the ^ ^

Illinois and New York are still

SO inch vertical not to make it pro), BjCl

Kevin
Gamett
(adopted
Chicagoan), New York's Rod
Strickland, Mark Jackson, Stephon

'

Marbury flat out land of the point ||&b|
gods. Califomia has also produced
talent like Gary Payton, Isaiah

Rider, and Jason Kidd just to name BH
a few. Lastly the state of Michigan
has sent its fair share of talent into

the league. Glen Rice,
Webber, and Steve Smith.

Chris

"To be honest I think that

Michigan has the best basketball
players. Because it's been prevalent
through the winning of champi-

'onships by the Flintstones Mateen
Cleaves and Morris Peterson on the

college level and Glen Rice with

Even if we take a second and

strongly represented. The num-

J"

ber one high school player this
year is 6-foot 11-inch, 290center Eddy Curry.

Where is he from? I'll give you
one chance to guess, that's right
Illinois. He
projected by
some scouts to be the fu-st high
school athlete to go number one
NBA draft this year, that
is if he declares himself eligible
for the draft.

feel Chicago has the talent because we have guys
hooping in the playgrounds all
day every day, we're just the
greatest," says Abdul Jabbar a
|^H
junior Physical Education
PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO SP0RTS.COM major ffom Chicago, 111.
To be quite honest I don't even
Quintin Richardson

PHOTO COURTESY OF ILLNIBOARD.COM

Eddy Curry
have to discuss this issue any longer. It is
evident where the true ballem come from.

Just take a look at the Los Angeles
Clippers roster Quentin Richardson,
Darius Miles, and Corey Maggette (came
off the bench as the sixth man for Duke

University and still got drafted in the first

round), enough said you feel me right.*

Early registration for Summer and Fall 2001
Summer: February 15-April 15
Payment deadline: May 9

Fall: February 15-July 15
Payment deadline: August 9

'Tigers'' and "Pipeline" will be available 7 days a week
FROM 6 A.M.- 9 P.M.
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Sports

The final lap of greatness:
NASCAR loses a racing legend at the Daytona 500
By Paul Cameron
Sports Writer
On the last lap of the Daytona 500,
on Sunday February 18, the Intimidator
Dale Earnhardt died after his racecar

slammed into a wall at 180 miles per
hour. While hitting the wall Earnhardt
was simultaneously rammed by Ken
Scharder. Many fans are blaming Sterling
Marlinfor a tap that sent Earnhardt to the
deadly wall, but after reviewing this clip
several times it appears that Marlin never
touched Eamhardt.

Along with these accusations Marlin
is receiving threats on his life, which is
totally unacceptable for fans of any sport.
This is one of the few unfortunate reac

tions to this tragedy. If Dale would have
lived though the crash he would have
climbed out to the car and said "That's

racing." If his seat belt would have not
broken Eamhardt may come back and to
win the race a Rockingham.
This loss will have an impact on
NASCAR for years to come, because
"Eambai&t Nwas more. \bar\ ynsV a Atavot be
was and stiil is a legend.
"Dale was an American icon who

made great contributions to his sport.,"
saiu
said President
rresiucm oeorgc
George W.
w. ousu
Bush in a press

conference regarding Earnhardt's untime
untimely demise-. "Dale's legacy
legacy wUl
will live on for

AP PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

Fans decorate a replica of Dale Earnhardt's racecar. The memorial service for Earnhardt was closed to ttie public.
millions of Americans. He was an inspi-

respected the "Intimidator." He was the

ration to many."

link from the past of NASCAR being

Earnhardtcame from a racing family,

^
3^^ P3l^

^3^
^^3 ^3^^
his

\

son

Dale Jr.

tion ahead ofDale.

who was on posi-

When

the

crash

happened
Mike
Waltrip (who went
on to win), was in
first with Dale Jr.

closely behind and
Dale

Sr.

was

in

third holding back
the competition so
his team could fin

ish one, two, and
three.
Earnhardt

almost strictly a rural southern sport to
the multi-million dollar industry it has
become, and must carry-on to be without
his presence.
Now his son Dale Eamhardt Jr. has a

big name to live up to, but he will race
Sunday in Rockingham, just as Daddy
would have wanted.

Dale was 49 years old and a seven
time Winston Cup Champion. He was
called a number of things all of which fit
his style and personality. Next week at
Rockingham the black and silver number
3 car will be missed as well as its driver,
"the Man In Black."

NASCAR will cany -on, the vacant
spot on the Childress team, which Dale
once occupied will be filled by Kevin
Harvick, but it will not bare number 3 or

honored the tradi

Earnhardt's trademark silver and black.

tion that NASCAR

came from, that of

Dale was laid to rest Wednesday in North
Carolina, his funeral was held at Calvary

the old shine run

Church.

ners. He drove a

Dale's garage has become a almost
holy shrine as NASCAR fans make a pil
grimage to the rural North Carolina town
to pay respects and leave memorabilia

rough race trading
paint and tapping
other

racers

his

whole career. For

and other tributes around the walls of the

this style of racing
AP PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO,COM He eamed many

establishmeijf.
Almost as a side note sinc$ s«ehfa

Earnhardt's widow, Teresa Eamhardt, is escorted bya
patrolman as she leaves her husband's memorial service..

many who
^

AP PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

NASCARlegend Richard Petty was
one of 5,000 people invited to Dale
Eamhardfs private memorial service
at Cavalry Church in Charlottfe, NC.
with Dale Jr. finishing second. Both of

great loss overshodowed the race Mike

which where drivers for Earnhardt's team
and the holders of the lead Eamhardt was

Waltrip won his first Winston Cup race

protecting.*
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Wl)t iileter

SGA hears committee

News

[

Health Fair

reports and plans major
changes for student body
Continued from Page 3

Birmingham

Health Promotion/

Business Expo

Education for the New

& Job Fair

Millenium

March 14 &

Taco Bell s contract with the SUB cafetena at TSU will expire at
the end of this school year. Students now are being encouraged to
sign a document that communicates their opinion as to which
restaurant or food service they want offered next year.
Also, the chairman of the committee on building and grounds,
Kwesi Johnson, infonned those in attendance that a new security

sponsored by the

booth soon will be stationed at the intersection that leads to the

administration building and Wilson Hall. Johnson also wants stu

Tennessee State

15, 2001

University School of
Nursing

Don't Miss the

dents to refrain from walking on the grass around campus in order
to aid in the beautification of the campus.
Johnson also treported that the Wilson, Watson, and Boyd dor

Excitement!

Free Raffles,

mitories are slated to be renovated this summer. New showers are to

Blood pressure screen
ings, health information,,

be installed and the piping is to be fixed.
According to the security committee, hanging parking decals
will take the place of the present stickers, which are the culprits of
many complaints because the glue used for the stickers is difficult
to remove from vehicles. The hanging decals also will be a more
effective method for security to spot parking violators because the
hanging decals will be more visible.
The alumni relations committee has compiled a directory for
students to use to contact their local alumni chapters. This would
benefit students because it would be a way to access their chapter in
order to acquire scholarship and grant money as well as any other
services the chapter may be rendering.

and much, much more!! :

Date: Monday,
March 5, 2001

Place: Floyd-Payne
Campus Center
2nd Floor Lobby

The first town hall meeting is sched

uled to be held March 1 in the Floyd Payne Campus Center Fomm (Rm. 210.).

Commerce
'N' Career

Wednesday,
March 14 • 9

A.M.- 7 P.M.

Thursday,

Time: 10 a,m,-1 p.m.
—im'T-n Ti'iiffNi •'w-mrT—

A.M. - 7 P.M.

Shape Your Future in Health Care
as a Doctor of Chiropractic
•
•

Cost for

admission: $5

If you want to help people get well and stay well.
If you want to work independently as a self-employed

chiropractic physician
•

March 15 • 9

•Ky

For more

If you want to achieve the financial success

commensurate with your professional standing asa

IK ^

primary care physician

INFORMATION

If you want to establish your position in the community

CALL Kirk

as a well-respected Doctor of Chiropractic

Mancer at

If any of these criteria match your professional
aspirations, please contact Logan College of
Chiropractic, today!

1-800-533-9210
w>nv.l(igan.ti1u logaDadin@logSD.edu

ISS1 SchoeltlerRood.Cheslerilcld.MO 63017

An EqualOpponunilyIrulilulion ofHigher Education

| flfiAN
^

250-7655
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Uomino's drops "Bad Andy" ~

now "Bad TSU" gets no pizza
!Continued from Page 1
I tinue delivering to TSU, butdriver safety
I is the most important thing to us. Alife is
I not worth $15 worth of pizza."
Charles Galbreath, an SGA fresh
man representative and resident of

Watson Hall, condones Budelmann's rea
soning.
"I agree wholeheartedly with the
measures Domino's has taken to en.sure

the safety of their drivers," he said.
"They have a certain responsibility to
1 their employees, and if they are being
placed in a compromising situation by
delivering to TSU, then Domino's is right
to cease doing business with us."
Similarly, Stephen Ingram, a junior
education major and resident of Boyd
Hail, believes that Domino's is doing the
right thing.
"1 can understand what they are say

ing." he said. "'I wouldn't keep going
some place if I feared for my safety. And
rhe'TSU students just have to understand
. that."'
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Rickenya Goodson is a freshman
SGA representative and a resident of
Wilson Hall.

TSU students to receive deliveries once

Domino's driver Andy Smith, a for
mer TSU sUident, said. " we are not try
ing to punish everyone, but we need
cooperation."
Smith said that Domino's enjoys
TSU's business, but it has become imperitive that they see a change in the atti
tudes. "We would ail like to keep going
to TSU. bur we will never compromise
driver safety," he said.
Smith also brought up an important
issue that concerns the company. He

rently accepting
applications for
photographers,
layout and pro
duction designers

"I'm sure the drivers already felt as
if they were taking a chance by allowing

again." she said. "What was expected to
happen, happened — once again."
Domino's representatives were
angered because despite the abundance
of students on the scene during eveiy
incident, once the police came to ques
tion these possible witnesses, no one told
poilce what they saw.

®I)e iHeter is cur

Domino's drops Bad Andy for his
advertising antics and TSU for
antagonistic attitudes
me being Black, they didn't think any
thing of it." he said. " i returned once,
and I was accompanied by an Arabic dri
ver. The students made all kinds of com

ments. and racial remarks, and that's just

disrespiectful, and it shows a lack of
appreciation on their part."'
Ashante Hart, a freshman political
science major and Wilson Hall resident,
agrees. "The students do make com
ments. jokingly, but it's still rude, and
they can't blame anyone for not wanting
to come back," she said.

Domino's supervisors say that they
still receive at least five or six calls a j

night from TSU students,and they would •

and staff writers.

Please come by
iileter office

(Kean Hall Suite
304) and fill out
an application, or
call

Editor in Chief

believes that the TSU students show bla

really like to begin doing business with i

decided it would be safest not to deliver

tant disrespect for drivers who are not
African-American.

TSU sometime in the future.
;;
" If the drivers can feel safe," i

Mia McNeil at

to TSU. It has happened in the past, but
management decided to give the students

Budeiniann said, "then we'd comfe^

talk and joke with the students. And by

963-5652.

of TSU another chance.

This is nor the first time Domino's

"1 came to TSU all the time, and I'd

back."*

Chuck D says thugs and pimps belong in 'hood, not college halls
Continued from Page 3

deriving from jazz and is a source of
teaching Blackpeople their true heritage.
Thisis important, he said, because if you
don't teach Black people their history,

they will never know their history. Hip
hop now has lost it's true meaning, he
said, andnowis a creation of white board
of trustees members, with black people

feeding into the myth that it is their own
representation.

He also stressed the point of "keep

you should stay here forever.
"If you've been here for six years
and you're still a sophomore, you need to
look at your priorities," he said.
In his conclusion, he talked about

Black people, particularly students, get
ting involved in technological age,
because it is the mode of advancement,

and instead of being a bystander we
should be a participant of it.
Chuck himself, runs Intemet produc
tions, trains producers, publishes books,
produces video games and magazines,

ing it real."

and runs his

"You can't be a thug in college," he
said. "How can you come all the way to

www.rapstation.com.
He has visited over 53 countries, and

college and actlike a pimp? If you really
are a thug the hood is right there waiting

time, and is a true representation of suc

for you, but not college," Chuck said.

cess after a music career.

He wamed those students who linger

own

Web site called

has done more than 43 tours in his life

He ended by quoting Ra Kemp,

on in college for years andyears, without telling the students in the crowd that "it's
any progress, to get their act straight and not where you're from, but where you're
graduate, because "thereare thousands of at."
your brothers out there needing your
help."

Many of those who attended his lec
ture were inspired, like sophomore

College is easy compared with the

Duwan Howard.
"He knew what we felt and thus

real world, he said, but that doesn't mean

PHOTO COURTESY OF RAPSTATION.COM

Chuck D

could relate. He really kept it real, and I
learned a lot from him. He is an icon,"
Howard said.

Steven Roberts,

a junior from

Memphis,Tenn., agreed.
"The brother is deep," he said.*
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Higher academic standards are good for everyone.
What Qchild learns today could have a major effect tomorrow. Not just on him or her, but on the rest of

the world. Your world. Since 1992, we've worked to raise academic standards. Because quite simply,
smarter kids make smarter adults. For more information, call V800-38-BE-SMART or visit www.edex.org.
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